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St,ruct,ure  characte.rizations  and  comparisons  of  a  low  and  a  high
molecular  weight  fraction  of  stereoregula,r  po].yprop.vlene  ar'e  pr`esent,ed.
Lot.J  all.d  high  molecula.r  weight  fr.actions  obtained  by  ext.Faction  of
polypropylene  polymers,   Escon-log,   EscorT.-113,   a,nd  Escon-125  with  n.-
heptane  at  elevated  temperature  were  cast  into  films  and  subseqiuently
stretched  various  amounts.
Infrared  spectra  were  obta.ined  for  the  undraun  and  drat.in  films
using  non-polarized  and  polal`ized  infrared  r'adiation.    In  addit,ion,
infrared  spect,r.a  f or  the  fractions  were  obtained  as  a  function  ctf
t,empel:a.tur.a.     Densit,ics  a.nd  dichroic  ratuios  were  determined  a,nd  from
these  percent  c.rystallinities  and  average  ori@nta.Lion  angles  were
calculat,ed.    In  addition,  infrared  spectr'a  tJere  indcxed  with  respect  to
frequency  and  relative  int,ensity  and  compared..for`  the  fr.actions.
The  results  of  this  study  shot.J  that  crysballinities  range  from
h3.6  to  52.0,%  and  or.ientation  angles  range  from  18  to  5h  degrees.    Also,
the  tacky  lot`J  fract,ion  .jras  brittle  a.nd  cou].d  not be  o]..iented.     Further,
a  comparison  of  i,he  spectra  of  the  t{.Jo  fr.actions  shoi.red  int,ensity
reversals  of  certain  infrared  absc)rpt,ions,  disappearances  of  others,
and  a|.)pea.I.an.c3,€i   of  new  abso_T-ptions.     The  melting  point  of  the  low  and
h.i.g.a  fz`actions   I.7ere  120fJ  and  170°  C.,   respectively.     Corl'elat,ions   of
orient,at,ict:I.'i  angle  and  drah'  ratio  h'ith  crystal].init.y  were  made.
The  results  of  i,his  study  suggest  that  the  loi,ir  fr.a,ction  may  possess  a
different  ci`5'sta].lip(`:.  mQdificat.ion.     Also,   the  stud;}r  suggests  as  others  have
xi
found  that a  corl.elation between  orientation and  draw  ratio  exists.
Finally,  no  correlation  was  shown  between  orientation and  crystallinity-
in  disagreement  with  other  studies.    A  possible  explanation  is  pl`esented.
CHAPTER  I
INTRODUCTION
The  purpose  of  this  study  was  to  investigate  the  molecular  structure
of  low  and  high  molecula.r  weight  fractions  of  stereoregula.r  polypropylene.
The  methods  of  investigation  consist  of  the  following:
(i)    The  obtaining  of  low  and  high molecula.r  weight  fractions  by
extraction with  heptane,
(2)    The  characterization  of  the  fractions  with  respect  to  density,
weight  avera,ge  molecular  weight,  infrared  absorption  spectra,  aLnd
infrared absorption  spectra  a.s  a  function  of  temperature,
(3)    The  obtaining  and  dl.awing  of  films  to  various  draw  ratios,
(h)    The  obtaining  of  the  crystallinity  of films  from  density,
(5)    The  obtaining  of  dichroic  raLtios  from  polarized infrared
absorption  spectra,  a.nd                                           -




I.     PREPARATION  OF  STEREOREGULAR  pOLypropyLENE
Stereoregular  polypropylene  is  a  vinyl-type,  high polymer  prepared
by  the  polylnerization  of propylene  with  a  Ziegler-type  stereoregular
catalyst,  obtained by  the  interaction  of  aluminum alkyls  and  salts  of
Group  IV  and  VI  metals  in  an  inert  solvent  (20)(21).
Although  ther.e  is  still  some  confusion  as  to  the  mechanism  of  this
type  of polymerization  reaction,  Natta  and  coworkers  (15)  propose  that
the  high  regularity  of  the  structure  of isotactic  polypronylene,  a
stereoregular  polymer,  is  allowed by  a  peculiar  anionic  co-ordination
mechanism  of  the  stereospecific  polymerization  reaction  of  G{ -olefins.
In  addition,  it  is  proposed  thaLt  the  reaction  goes  through  successive
additions  of  monomeric  units  to  metalngarbon  bonds  of  ccmplexes  formed
on  the  surface  of  a  crystal  having  a  layer  lattice,   such  as o<-Tic13,
by  the  action  of  a  metal  alkyl,  Such  as  A1(C3H7)3.
Pol]rmerization  reactions  involving  amorphous  catalysts  and  an
aLnionic  co-ordination  mechanism  yield  non-stereospecific  polym.ers,   which
usually  have  head-to-tail  arrangements  of  the  monomeric  units.    In  this
type  polymert,   the  pronylene  monomeric  units  may  assume  two  equivalent
specular  confonnations  t,hat  caLnnot  be  superimposed  upon  each  other`.
The  resulting  polymer  is  formed  by  an  unordered  succession  of  the  mono-
meric  units  of  the  two  types  and  the  chain,  ther`efore,  ha.s  a  random  .
steric  structuz.e.    However,.  with  the  use  of  heter.ogeneous  stereospecific
3
catalysis,  as  mentioned. above,   propylene  is  first  assumed  to  co-ordirrate
by means  of a 77 -bond  wit,h  the  transition metal  of  the  catalytic  complex
followed by  the  addition  of  aL  polarized  olefin  molecule  to  the  growing
polymer  chain  (15).    The  polarized  olefin  molecule  can,  therefore,  assume
only  one  of the  two  conformaLtions,  as  pr.eviously mentioned.     Therefore,
the  successive  moncmeric  units  along  the  polymer  chain  assuliie  the  same
steric  configuration.
11.      THE  PHYSICAL   STRUCTURE  OF  POIiYPFOPYLENE
Stereoregular  polypropylene  has  the  conventiona,1  two  phase  order-
disorder  trysical  structure.    The  ordered  (crystalline)  regions  have
the  chain  molecules  aligned  into  a  three-dimensional  la,ttice  arrangerrient,
while  the  disordered  (amorphous)  regions  are  ar'eas  of  little  or  no  align-
ment  (29).    This  order-disorder  structure  is  a  result  of  the  nature  of
the  pa,rticular  type  of  chain molecule  and  the  type  of intermolecular
forces  of  attra,ction between  chain  molecules.    It  is,   therefore,  of
importance  to  understand  the  nature  of the  cha.in  configuraLtion and
®
confomation.
The  configuration  of  polymers  may be  atactic,  syndiotactic,   or
isotactic  (21).    These  tens  cha.racterize  the  configuration  of  the  polymer
with  respect  to  the  positions  of  the  groups  attached  to  the  backbone
carbon  chain.    These  configurations  for polypropylene  are  illustrated  in
Figure  I.    Most  commercial  polypropylenes  are  of  the  isotactic-atactic
species;  however,  a  syndiotactic  species  is  reported  to have  been
synthesized and  isolated  (1h).    The  relative  amounts  of  the  three
configurations  in  a.  given ..polymer  aLre  fixed  by  the  polyTnerization
conditions  and may  be  altered  only by  changing  these  conditiods  (2L).
FIGURE  I
THE   ooNFIGURATloNs  oF  poL¥pnop¥LENE
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Chain  conforms,Lions  of polymer.s  may be  planar,  helical,  twisted,
or  distorted.    The  chain  conformation  of  st,ereoregular  polyprapylene
is  helical   (2)(9)(11)(13)(16) (22).
Ill.     RETHODS  FOR   INTERPRETATION  OF  PHYSICAL  PROPERTIES
PERTINENT  TO   THIS   STUDY
Density changes E drawingi PP_1__yper_.     Physical  properties  of
polymers  may be  interpreted  by  investigation  of  the  c.hanges  in  the
order-disorder  structure.    Drawing  of polymer  films  or  fibers  aligns
ordered  r'egions  parallel  to  the  direction  of  dra,wing  while  disor'dered
regions  are  partially  aligned  so  as  to  augment  the  ordered  regions  and
decrease  the  disordered  regions.     Therefore,  dr'awing  produces  increased
crystallinity  and  an  orienta.Lion  of  both  the  crystalline  a.nd  amorphous
regions.    Certain  thermal  and  mechanical  trea.tments  may  br.ing  about
alterations  in the  nature  of  the  crystalline  regions,  such  a.s  a  different
crystalline  structure.    Sobue  and  Tabata  (27)  reported  that  the  ordinary
and  quasi-crystalline  structures  coexist  in low  density-low  draw  ratio
polypropylene  films.    The  quasi-crystalline  structure  wa.s  also  found
to  irreversibly tr'a.ns form to  the  ordinary  crystalline  struct,ure  upon
being  armealed  at  150°  C.  for  15  minutes.
A  rela.tionship  between  densit,y  and  drat  ra.tio  ha.s  been  reported  for
crystalline polypropylene.  Sobue  and  Tabata  (26)  found  the  density
increased linearly with  draw ratio  reaching  a  maximum  density  at  draw
ratios  of  h  to  5.     However,   Schmidt   (2h)  considers  that  the  ma]cimum
orientation  is  obtained  only  at  ma]cimm  dr'aw  raLtio.
Solution properties.     Natba  and  coworkers   (19)  were  the  first  to
report  a marked  difference  of  solubilities  for  isotactic  and  a.tactic
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linear polyprapylenes.    They  reported  that  for  a  given polyneric  mixture,
the  crystalline  polymers  are  always  less  soluble  than  the  amorphous
polymers,   independently  of  molecular weight.    E}ctra.ctions  of polypropylenes
are  based  on  this  solubility difference.    Crystalline polyprapylene  is
insoluble  in  acetone,  ethyl  a.cetate,  and  ethyl  ether;  slight,1y  soluble  in
boiling E-heptane;  and  soluble  in  toluene.    Amorphous  polyprapylene  is
slightly  soluble  in  acetone  and  ethyl  acetate;  soluble  in  ethyl  ether
and boiling i-heptane;  and very  soluble  in  toluene.
Weight  avel`age  molecular  weights  have  been  determined  from  intrinsic
viscosities  for  the  solid  amorphous  and  crystalline  polypropylenes.
These  values  are  as  low  as  2,000  for  the  "anoxphous"  material,  and  in
the  range  of  loo,000  for  the  crystalline  (20).
hirared absorption studies , Several  infrared  absorption  studies
have  been  made  of  stereoregular  polyprapylene   (1) (2) (3) (h) (3) (7) (8) (9) (10)
(11)(23)(2Li)(25)  because  of  the  st,riking  crystallinity  effects   (29).
These  studies  have  utilized  both  non-polarized  and polarized  infrar.ed
radiation.
®
The  non-polarized  infrared  absorption  studies,  pertinent  to  this
study,  have  been  performed  with  respect  to  band  a.ssignments  and  relative
intensities  of  absorption bands  of  crystalline,   "a.mozphous, "  and  molten
polyprcpylene.    Table  I  shows  the  more  prominent  a,bsoxption bands  for
crystalline  and molten  polypropylene  films  as  reported by Abe  and
Yanagisana   (i).    It  has  generally been  assumed  that  the  infrared  spectra
of  amorphous  and  molten polypropylene  a.re  identical.    The  absorption  bands
in  a  spectrum  of  "coxpletely"  isotarctic  materia.1  at  810,  8h2,  895,   938,
995j  10!+5,1103,1220,1258,1295,1305,1330,   and  1366  cmt-i  either`  become
extir`emely weak  or  are  eliminated  in  the  spectrum.  of  ''corrpletely"  a.tactic
TABLE  I
TEE  INFRARED  SPECTRA  OF  pOLypropyLENB  FILirs
Melted  State
a.I,Frequency,   cm-1R.I,
Normal  State
FI`equency,   cm-1
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polypropylene   (11).    Two  absorption bands  have  been  found  to  be  relatively
telrperature-insensit,ive  and  have,  therefore,  been  used  a.s  internal  thick-
ness  standards.     These  bands  are  at  97L  cm.-1   (23)  a.nd  1171  cm.-1   (I).
Polarized  infrared  absorption  studies  of  drawn  sarTples  give  inf ormation
Of  the  orientation  of  gI.oup  transition  moments.    Orientat,ion  studies  have
been per.formed with  respect  to band  assignments,  relative  intensity,
polarization effect,  and  interpretation  of  orientation  a.ctive  groups.    One
such  study  is  summarized  in  Table  11  (9).
hfrared  orientation  studies  are performed by pola.rizing  t,he  infrared
radiation,  usually by means  of  a Agcl plate  polarizing  element,  and
placing  the  oriented  saxple  in  the  polar'ized beam so  as  to  align  the  draw
direction  of  the  sa,xple,  first parallel  and then pexpendicular,  with  the
electric  vector  of  the  pola.rized beam.    The  dichroic  ratio,  the  magnitude
of which  indicates  the  orientat,ion  of  an  attached  gro\p  relative  to  the
chain  axis,  is  given  by  the  equation  (29)
R=A„
H`
where  R  is  the  dicr,roic  ratio,  Au  and  A,  a,re  the  absor'bances  of an absoxpt,ion
band when  the  draw  dir'ection  of  the  saxple .is  aligned parallel  and  perpen-
dicular,  respectively,  with  the  electric  vector  of  the  polarized bea.in.
The  average  orientation  angle,  the  angle  between  the  groip  transition
moment  direction  and  the  chain  arcis,  can be  calculated  from  dichroic  ratios
whentheabovedefinitiono:=::##cratioisusedbytheequation
where  a  is  the  average  orientation  angle,  and  R  is  the  dichroic  ratio.
This  equation wa.s  derived  (6)  assunizi.g  that  an  uniaxially  oriented.
structure  is  produced  by  drawing  polypropylene  films  in  one  direction.
TABLE  11
TIE   POE,ARIZED  INFRARED  SPECTRUM  OF
cRysTAILINE  pOLypropyLENE   ( FUNmMENTALs)
Inter retationP olari zati on




Sym.   GH3  bending
a%=b-:or¥:i:;::ehipndi:ng
:¥:idi%it::or:;i=:::;hing'
Anti-sym.   CH3  stretching
CHARTER  Ill
EXPERRENTAI.
I.     RATERIAI.S  ANI)  EQUERENI
In  this  study  Escon  log,  113,  and  125  stereoregular  polypropylene
polymers  in pelletized  form  obtained  from  Enjay  Chemical  Corrpany were
used.    h  addition,  Fisher  technical  grade  xylene  and  Fisher  Certified
heptane  and  toluene  as  polymer  solvents,  and  Fisher  Certified  ethanol
(95%)  for  density  gra,client  mixtures  were  errployed.
The  equipment  used  was  an  all  glass  reflurc  apparatus  wit.h  hea.ting
mantle  for  the  extraction process;  3"  x  3"  glass  plates,  3"  x  h"  Apollc,
Ferrotype  plates,  and  a  Buehler  metallurgical press  with  heating  at,tach-
ment  for  film preparations;  dra.wing  frame  and  infrared  bea.ting  larrp  for
drawing  of  films;  density  gradient  tu.c3  'tith  density  bulbs,   a  Pis:.`.-3r
thermoregula+ued  wa,ter  bath,   and  pycnom.eter  for  density  gradient  prepa-
L=
ration  and  calibration;  a  Beckman,  Mbdel  in-7,  infrared  apectraphotorr;eter
with  Nacl  optics,  used  in  association with  a  beam.  condenser',   silver.
chloride  polarizer,  microsaxple  holder,  Perkin-Elmer  bea.ting  cell,  and
25  rml x  5  Irm  Nacl  discs  for  infrared  absorption  studies;  and  a  Cannon
Ice-J,  685  pipet  viscometer  used  in  a.ssociation with  a,  ther}r.oregulatcd
glycerine  bath  for  molecular  weight  estimations.    All  weig`!:i.rigs  uere
performed  on  a  }'5ttler  Gram-atic  balance.
11.      RETHOD
Eatraction e£ ±E£±E  PolyTners.     30  g:rams   of  -i,'f}e  whole  polymer   (Escon
11
log,113,  or  125)  and  300  ml  Of  heptane.were  refluxed  for  twenty  hours  in
a  glass  reflux  a;ppar&tus  heated  by  a  heating  rna.ntle.    Twenty  hours  was
found to  be  sufficient  time  for  efficient  extraction.    The  hot  heptane
soluble  fra.ction was  withdrawn,  stored  for  distillation  of  the  hepta.ne,
and  the  heptane  insoluble  fraction wa.s  air  dried  and  stored for  further
use.    The  heptane  was  distilled from the  heptane  soluble  fraction  so  as
to  prevent  charring  of  the  residue.    The  residue  was  then  heated  on  a.
steam bath  to  effect  furt,her  rerrioval  of  heptane.
Prepa.ration  of  films.    Films  of  all  three  polymers--whole,  heptane
insoluble,  and  heptane  soluble  polymers--were  prepar.ed  by  hot  pressing,
coxpression  molding,  and  solution  casting.    The  hot pressing  method
consisted  of  heating  0.5  to  1.0  gram  Of  polyTner  on  a  3"  x  h"  Apollo
Ferrotype  plate  on  a  hot plate.    The  molten polymer  was  then  covered  by
a  second  similar-plate.    Pressur`e  was  then  applied  to  the  top  plate  so
as  to  give  a  uniform film  of  thickness  apprcpria,te  for  the  infrar'ed
absoxption  studies.    The  molten  film was  quenched  in  distilled water
at  200  C.  while  still  applying  pressure  by  means  of  tongs.
The  col7pression  molding  method  consisted  of  hea,ting  the  cylinder
and piston  of  a  Buehler  metallurgical press  by  means  of  a  heating  attach-
ment  to  approximately  180°  C.   and  introducing  0.1  to  0.3  gra.in;.   of  the
polymer  into  the  cylinder.    Heating  was  continued  until  the  sarrple  wa.s
molten.     Pr'essures  used  ranged  from  5,COO  to  9,OcO  lb./in.2    Cooling
was  immediately  effected  by means  of  an  aluminum block  for  irarying
lengths  of  tine.
A  solut,ion  casting  method  was  also  errpleyed.     0.5%  solutions  of
polymer  in Jcylene  or  toluene  were  evaporated  on  heated  glass  pla,tes.
Var]ring  conditions  of  t.e7Tperature  and  concentration were  used.
Films  of  the  heptane  soluble  fraction were  prepared by  a  cofroihation
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of  hot  pressing  and  solution  casting  methods.     These  films  were  prepared
by  slowly  heating  3"  x  3"  glass  plates  on  a  hot  plate  and  sandwiching  0.3
to  0.5  gram  of  polymer  in  xylene  or  toluene  paste  form between  them while
applying  pressure.    Ithen  melting  occurred,  the  plates  were  quenched  in
ice water while  still  applying  pressure.
P±=e±±±n_a e£ £±±E±.    Films  of  the  heptane  soluble  a.nd  insoluble
fractions  of  appropriate  thicknesses  were  draun  in  a  drawing  frame  while
being  heated with  an  infr.ared  heating  larrp.    Heat  was  applied  until  a
thermometer  under  the  film,  but  t,ouching  the  film,   indicated  texperatures
of  95-100°  C.     Dra.wing  was  accorrplished  at  a  drawing  rate  of  approximately
50  cm per  minute.    Films  of  varying  thickness  were  drawn  to  predetermined
lengths  in  order  to  a.chieve  certa.in  draw  rat,ios.    Draw  ratio  used  in  this
study wastaken as  length  after  drawing  minus  length  before  drawing  divided
by  length  before  drawing.    Lengths  were  determined  by  measuring  the  distance
between  two  marks  placed  on  the  film before  heating.    Films  were  air
cooled  and  sufficient  t,ime  was  allowed  for  relaxa,tion  of  the  films  before
the  le.ngth  after  drawing  was  measured  and  recorded.
Iietermination  of  densities. Densities  were  determined  by  a  density
gradient  rr,ethod  at  30.L. ±  0.1°  C.    This  involved  the  construction  and
calibration  of  the  density  gradient  tube  and  the  mea,surement  of  film
dens ities .
The  density  gradient  tube  was  constructed  by  slowly  siphoning  a
solution  of  ethanol  and  water  of  continuously  changing  density  into  a
thermosta.ted  tube.     The  continuous  density  change  was  accorrplished  by
connecting  two  beakers,   one  containing  an  ethanol-wa.ter  solution-i
apprexirnate  density  0.92  g/cm3  and  the  other  containing  ethanol   (95%)--
approximate  density  0.81  g/cm3.,   so  as  to  have  the  0.81  g/cm3  density
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solution  siphon  into  the  o.92  g/cm?  density  solution at  the  same  rate
as  siphoning  of  the  0.92  g/cm3  solution  into  the  gradient  tube.    The
denser  solution wa.s  stirred  continuously by  a  magnetic  stirrer.
The  density  gradient  tube  was  calibrated  by  glass  bulbs  of  known
density.     The  but.bs  were  calibra.ted  at  30.L[  +  0.10  C.  by  a  flotation
method  using  ethanol-water  solutions.    The  bulbs  were  made  to  acquire
a position  midway  in  a  depth  of  solution by  adding  ebhanol  and/or water
until  the  density  of  the  solution matched  the  density  of  the  bulb.    The
density  of  the  solution was  then  determined with  a,  pycnometer.    The
calibrated bulbs  were  then  introduced  into  the  density  gra.client  tube  and
after  equilibration  occurred,  the  scale  positions  of  the  bulbs were  read
and  recorded.
Film  densities  were  determined  by placing  apprex.imat,ely  3  rm2  sa,xples
under  the  surface  of  the  liquid,  and  allowing  time  for  the  maxirTrum  depth
to  be  reached.     The  position  of  the  film was  then  read  and  recorded.     The
densities  were  read  fr.on the  calibra.tion  curve  of  the  density gra.client
tube.     Densities  were  found  to  be  I.aproducible  to  +  0.COL  g/cm3.
Densities  were  then used  to  calculate  percentage  crystallinities.
The percentage  crystallinity  is  related  to  density by the  equation,
Vx=xVc  +   (1-X)Vaj
where  Vx  is  the  specific  volume  of  the  sample  of  unknown  crystallinity,
Vc  is  the  specific  volume  of  a  colTpletely  crystalline  saxple,  Va  is  the
specific  volume  of  a  conpletely  "amorphousl'  sa.nple,  and x  is  the
crystalline  fraction  of  the  saxple `in  question.    Since  specific  volume
is  the  reciprocal  of  density,  then
i  = £  + en .
4x     f'c          f'aL
Solving  f or x  yields
x --  P-+Jfp_ i:pa)   .
PTx4:4PcJ)a)
u
Percentage  crystallinity  is  then related to  density as
x100
Percentage  crystallinities  were  calculated  from the  above  equation
using  the  density  of  the  corrpletely  ''amorphous"  sarrple  as  the  lowest
density  observed for  the  heptane  soluble  films  and the  density of  the
coirpletely  crystalline  saples  as  0.936  g/cm3,  which was  obtained by
Natta  (17)  from  X-ray data.    Percentage  crystallinities  were plotted
versus  draw rat,ios  for  all  stretched films.
mraLred absorption studies, The  infrared  absorption  spectra  in  the
range  of  600  to  L,000  cm-1  mere  obtained  in  turn  for  the  undrawn  films
of  t,he  polymer  sarrples  by programming  the  infrared  spectrophotometer  with
the  appropriat,e  slit progl.am,  gain,  period,  and  scanning  speed  for  double
beam  aperation.    Absorption bands  were  indexed  with  respect  to  frequency
(cm-1)  and  relaLtive  intensity.
The  spectra  of the  drawn  films  were  obtained by  placing  the  beam
condenser  and pola,rizef  in  the  saxple  beam.     The  saxple  was  mounted  in
a  microsa.nple  holder  and placed  at  the  focal  point  of  the  condensed  beam.
Spectra were  recorded for  the  film aligned first  with  the  electric  vector
of  the  pola.rized beam parallel  to  the  direction  of  drawing  and  second
with  the  electl'ic  vector  of  the  polarized  beam perpendicular  to  the
direction  of  drawing.    The  absorbances.of  the  various  absorpt,ion  bands
were  determined for  the  parallel  and  the  perpendicular  scans  by  a, ba.se-
line  method  (29).    Absorption  bands  were  indexed  with  respect  to  fr'equency,
relative  indensity,  and polarization  effect.    From these  data dicriroic
ratios,  R,  were  calcula.ted  forvari-ous  a,bsorption  bands  after  thickness
correction.    The  dichroic  ratios  were  calculated  from the  equation,
•       R=A"    .
A`
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The  average  orientat,ion  angle,  0,  was  calculated  from the  equation,
O=cob-
Percentage  crystallinities  were  plotted versus  average  orientation  angles.
Dichroic  ratios  and  average  or.ientation  angles  were  calculated  at
various  frequencies  (cm-1)  for  a  film  of  very large  draw ratio  to  ascer`tain
the  relative  orientation  of  the  groups  undergoing  a  change  in transition
moment..
Determination  of ±±±g±.    The  melting  ranges  of  the  heptane
soluble  and  insoluble  fractions  were  determined  by  measuring  the  absorb-
ances  of  va.rious  infrared  absorption  bands  at,  various  terrperatures.    The
instru}ment  was  progranmed  with  the  aLppropriate  conditions  of  slit  program,
gain,  period,  and  scarining  speed  for  double  beam  aperation.    A  Perkin-
Elner  heating  cell  with  Nacl  discs  and  thermocouple  were  praperly placed
in  the  saxple  beam  and  the  infrared  absorption  spectra  were  I`ecorded  at
tellperatures  from  350  to  190°  C.     Terrpel`a.Lures  were  held  constant  to  +  2°  C.
Prior  to  the  recording  Of  the  spectra,  the  therm.ocoxple  was  calibrated
using  glycerine  at  various  constant  temperatures.    The  a.rbitrary meter
readings  of  the  thermocouple  scale  were  plotted  versus  terrperature  to
obtain  a  calibration  curve.
The  Nacl  discs  were  prepa.red  from  rough  Nacl  discs  so  as  to  render
them  appropriate  for  irifrared  studies.    The  rough  discs,   25  mm x  6  inn,
were  ground  to  appro.ximately 5  mm thicknesses  by  grinding  first  with  a
coat.se  grade  of  emery  cloth  and  second  with  a  fine  gra.de  of  emery  cloth.
The  final polishing  step  was  performed by  alternately  rubbing  the  discs
with  a  soft,  moistened  cloth  and  quickly  rubbing  on  a  soft,  dry  cloth.
A. smooth,  transparent  surface  was  obtained  by  using  a  figure  eight  grinding
and polishing  pattern.    A  film  of  the  polymer  was  sandwiched  between  the
Nacl  discs  using  an  apprapriat,ely  sized  lead  spa,cer.
The  absorbances,  as  determined by  a  base  line  method,  were  plotted
versus  tetrperat,ure  to  determine  the  melt,ing  ranges of the  Escon-113  heptane
soluble  a.nd  insoluble  fractions.
Estimation  of molecular ±±§±g±± .    The  weight  average  molecular  weight
of  each  pol]7mer  was  determined  by  viscometry.     The  sanples  were  prepared
by  dissolving  approximat,ely  O.h  gran  of  the  polymer  in  50  ul  of  xylene.
HeaLt  was  applied  to  effect  solut,ion.     The  pipet  viscometer  was  of  appro-
priate  capillary  size  to  yield  efflux times  of  approximately  25  to  75
seconds  for  the  solutions  used.    The  viscometer  was  thermostated  at  115  +
20  C.  in  a  glycerine  bath.    The  efflux  t,ire  for  the  solvent  was  determined
by  introducing  5  ul  of  the  solvent  into  the  visconeter  a,nd  allowing  time
for  thermal  equilibration  to  occur.    The  efflux  times  were  measured with
a  stopwatch.    The  polymer  solutions  were  treated  as  previously  described
to  determine  their  efflurc  times.    The  viscometer  was  thoroughly  cleaned,
rinsed,  and dried  after  each  determination.
The  weight  average  molecular  weights  were  calculated  using  the  rela.t,ion-
ships   (28)                                                                        .
Y\.sp efflux time  of  solution   - 1
efflux  time  of  solvent
and
n¥  =  Kin?u,  wherel|#is  the
specific  viscosity,  a  is  the  concentration  of  solute  in grarris  per  liter
of  solvent,  Kin is  a proportionality  constant,  and Fw  is  the  weight  average
degree  Of  polynerization.     The  weight  average  degree  of polymerization
is  defined  as  the  weight  average  molecular  weight  divided  by  the  monomer
molecular  weight.                                                                                                    `
in  this  study  the  treigr!b  average  molec`ular  weight  of  Escon-125  whole
polymer I;as  used  to  calci]|ate  the  propordionality  constant,  Kin.    The
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weight  av-era.ge  molecular  weight  was  given  as  250,000   (12)   a.nd  the  monomer
molecular  weight  +Jas  LL2.     Therefor.e,   substitution  of  these  values  into
the  above  equations  with  the  specific  viscosity  determined  experimentally
as  descl'ibed  above  yields  h.07  x  10-5  for  the  value  of  Kin for  polypropylene
in xylene  a.t  115°  C.
CHAPTER  IV
REsul,Ts  Arm  DrscussloN
I.      CHARACTERIZATION  OF   HEPTANE   SOLUBI]E  ANI)   INSOLUBLE  FRACTIONS
Erfera.ct,ion  of  whole P±±!ngs±±.     Saxples  of  the  whole  polymers  were
extracted with  heptane  int,o  heptane  soluble  and  insoluble  fractions.
During  the  extraction process  no  visual  evidence  of  swelling  was  observed
for  the  whole  polymers.    The  heptane  soluble  fractions  ranged  from  1  to
5%,  by  weight,   of  the  whole  polynel.s  ext,racted.    The  heptane  insoluble
fractions  appeared  to be  changed  very little  by  ext,raction,  however,  the
hepta.ne  soluble  fractions  were  sticky  rather  than  a, fine  cryst,alline
material.
Preparations  of  films.    Of  the  several  methods  of  film preparation
exployed,  the  hot  pressing  method  was  best  for  preparing  films  of  the  whole
and  heptane  insoluble  polymers  while  the  cofroined  methods  of  hot  pressing
and  solution  casting were  best  for  preparing  films  of  the  heptane  soluble
polymers.    These  methods  were  used  to  prepare  films  of  satisfactory
praperties  appropria.te  for  density  measuremeuts,  drawing,  and  infrared
absorption  studies.
In general,  the  heptane  soluble  films  were  sticky  and  non-uniform
when prepared  by  the  other  methods. a.s  described  in  Chapter  Ill.    Films
of  the  whole  and  heptane  insoluble  polymers,  prepared  by  methods  other
tha.n  described  above,  were  porous,   non-uniform,   and poorly  fused.     The
rapid  quenching  of  the  heptane  soluble  films  in  ice  water  wa.s  found  to
give  coherent  films  that  could  be  easily  stripped  from the  plates.
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Densities  of  undrawn ?9P1±pe_ soluble  and  insoluble  films.     Ta.ble
Ill  lists  the  densities  of  the  density bulbs  calibl.abed by a  flotation
method  at  30.Li  +  0.1°  C.     Duplicate  determinations  were  made  and  the
densities  obt;ined  were  found  to  agree  to  +  0.001  g/cm3.    Table  IV
lists  the  bulb  densities  with  the  bulb  positions  in  the  density  gra,client
t,ube.     These  values  were  used  to  construct  the  densit,y  gradient  tube
calibration  cur.ve  shown  in  Figure  2.    The  density  gradient  was  found
to  be  linear.
Ta.bles  V  and  VI  give  the  densities  of  undr.awn  heptane  soluble  and
insoluble films, respectively.     Duplicate  determinations  on  the  sa,me  film
showed  a  variation  of  +  0.001  g/cm3.     The  lowest  density  for  a  heptane
soluble   film  was  found  to  be  O.86L  g/cm3.     The  densities  ol-the  undraLwn
heptane  soluble  films  wet.e  found  to  increase  in  the  order  of  the  whole
polymers-105,  113,  and  125.     The  densities  of  the  undrawn  heptane
insoluble  films  also  show  increasing  densities  in  the  order  of  the  whole
polylners-log,  113,  a.nd  125.
Estima,tion 9£ E2EL - molecula.r ¥_e±gh_t_s_.     The  results   of  the
weight  average  molecular  weight  estimations  are  shown  in  Table  VII.     These
data  show  the  heptane  soluble  polymers  to  have  a.  low  degl`ee  of  polymer.i-
zaLtion  with  some  variations  between  samples.
It  would  be  expected  that  the  extraction  of  the  heptane  soluble
polyTner.s  from  the  whole  polyTiiers  would  result  in  increasing  the  weight
aLverage  molecular  weights  of  the  heptane  insoluble  poll/Triers.     These  I.esults
are  indicative  of  an  inversion  of average  molecular  weights,   since  the
weight  average  moleciilar  weights  of  the  heptane  insoluble  polymers  are
less  than  those  of  their  corresponding  whole  polyTner.s.    Inversions  of
average  molecular  weights  (6)   have  been  observ.ed  for  other  polylrier  systems
investigated  using  precipitation  fractionations  of  polymer  solutions  of .
TABLE  Ill
THE   I)ENSITIES  OF  THE   CAI,IBRATED  BULBS
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TABLE   V
Tin  DENslTIEs  oF  THE  HEPTANE  SOLUBLE   HIMs
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concent,r,fl,Jui\']-fis  great,er  than  2%   (by  itJeight).     Tht3   solut,ions   used  in  this
st,udy  1./Tere   8.pproxima.tely  15%   (by  1/Je-ight).     However,   the  precipitation
fract,ionai;ions arc  precipitatitJn  processes, T``.Thereas,   ext,racLuions  as  p.ei.for}"3d
in  this  s-t,udy  are  solution  processes.     The  explanation  for  the  inversion
of  the  average  molecular  weights  obtdi.ned  in  this  sti].dy  is  nob  clear.  a.Jt,
present,.
I:!9£-Pal_a±:izs3± i±£±La.jfeL± ±E±£|±r+±ig± £:!±±!±ei|.    Figui.cs  3  and  h  illu.st,rate
t,he  infrar`e,c].  absorption  spectr..~  of  the  hept,are  soluble  and  insoluble  fr.3.cJi,ion.sj
respect,ively.     Tables  VIII  and  H  inc}.ex  the  absorption  bands  fr`c)in  i,he  abc)ve,
spectra  with  respect  to  frequency   (cm-1)  and  band  appea.rance.     Sever€.,i
differences  were  observed  upon  coxparing  the  spectra  of  t,he  two  frac-Lions.
The  absorptic`n  b,3.nds   of  the   specbr'um  of  i,he  hept,a.ne  so].uble  fraction  sho-i^J
increased  intensit,ies   at,  810,   1103,   and  1265  cm--i-  iJhen  coxpaLred  t,o  the
same  absorption  bands  of  the  heptane  insoluble  fraction.     Absorption  bancls
of  t,he  hept,ane  soluble  fract,ion  show  decreased  int,e,nsities  at  8L3,   900,
9L|3,   1000,   10l+r/,   1103,   1220,   1307,   1332,   2730,   and  3200   cm-1  when   coxpa:fed
t,o  t,he  hept&ne  insoluble  fract,ion.
The  inf.t`ared  a,bsorption  spectra  of  the  heptane  soluble  and  insoluble
fract,ions,   given  in  Figures   3 a.nd  L,  shoT.rJ  a  reversal  of  intensities  for
absonption  ba.nds  at  809  and  8h3  cm-I;   976  and  1000  cm-i;   1000  and  1030  cm-I-;
and  1265  and  1307  cmJL  for  the  heptane  soluble  fractions.     These  specJu-rc-i
also  sho'w  new  absorption  bands  aL  700  and  1750  cm-I  and  a.  broac3.ening  of
absol`ption  bands  at  809,  1000,   1030,   and  1265  cm-i  for  i,he  heptane  soluble
fra.ct,ion.     The   700  a.nd  1750  cm-i  bands  were  exa.m]:.ned  furt,her  on  the  prem]..se
that  they  I.`Tere  solvent  b8.nds.     However,   a  very  srr[a]|  intensity  decrea,se
was  observed  upon  rescanning  the  spectra  I.olloT..ring  t,he  heat,ing   of  t,he
sa.me  film  for  s-3veral  hours  at  110°  C.     If.  these  were  due  t,o  heptane,
a  not:i.ce€fole  decre8.se   of  ba.nd  intensity  anci.  no  chaLn~ge   in  band  appearance
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TABLE   VIII
TIE  INFRARED  SPECTRUM  OF  HEPTANE   SOLUBLE  POLYPROPYLENE
Frequency,   cm Description
broad,   weak
sharp,  strong
very shap
very  sharp,  moderate
weak  shoulder
very  sharp,  strong
weak
weak




broad,   weak
very  sharp,  modera.te
weak  shoulder





shar.p  doublet,,   moderaLte
very  sharp,  moderate
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TABLE  IX
THE  INFRARED  SPECTRUM  OF  HEPTANE  INSOLUBLE  POLYPROPYIENE
cm-1                    Descri
broad,   weak
sharp,  moderate
very  sha,rp,  strong
sharp,  moderate
weak
very  sharp,  strong
very  sharp,   strong
sharp,   weak
sharp,  moderate
weak  shoulder





sharp,   weak
shaxp,   weak
very  shaxp,   str.ong
very  sha.rp  doublet
weak   .
weak
shal.p,   weaLk




.  would  occuri`  upon  heating.     It  was  also  observed,  that  the  ba.nd  became
broadened  upon bea.ting.   This strongly  suggests  that  t,he  1750  cm-1  is
not  a  solvent  band.    No  appreciable  changes in band  a.ppearance  or  intensity
were  observed .for  the  700  cm-1  band.     Fair  agreement  wa.s,   otherwise,
found  with  reported band  assignments.
These  data  may  be  interpreted  as  possible  evidence  for  a  different
crystalline  modification  of polypropylene  than  has  previously been  reported.
Mbre  evidence  is  given  by  the  spectra  of  the  molten  heptane  soluble  fraction
to  follow.
Determination e£ _T±±t±_ng ranges . ol-  the fractions.    Before  irifrared
absorption  spectra. were  obtained  at  various  tenperatul.es,  the  thermocouple
a.ttached  to  the  heating  cell  was  calibrat,ed.    Table  X lists  the  a.rbitra.ry
meter  readings  at  various  terrperatures  from  20  to  1900  C.     These  values,
shown  graphically  in  Figure  5,  served  as  a  calibration  curve  for  the
thermocouple.
Figur`e  6  shows  a  spectrum  of  heptane  insoluble  film  at  180°  C.     :Table
H  indexs  the  absorptiori  bands  with  respect  to  frequency  (cm-i)  and  band
appearance.     The  absorption bands  of  the  heptane  insoluble  film which
gave  the  more  obvious  decrease  of  intensity  upon  increasing  the  texper-
ature  wel.e  found  at  8h3,   900,   1000,   1309,   1335,   and  27LO  cm-1.     The
same  was  found  to  be  true  for  the  sane  absorption  bands  of  the  heptane
soluble  film,  except  a  sma.ller  change  of  intensity  was  observed.
The  effects  of  telrperature  upon  the  absorbance  of  several  absorption
bands  for  a  film  of  the  heptane  soluble  fraction  are  given  in  Table  XII.
and  are  shorn  graphically  in  Figure  7  for  the  a.bsorption band  at  900  cm-i.
Texperature  effects  upon  the  absorbance  of  several  absorption  bands  for
a  film  of  the  heptane  insoluble  fraction  are  given  in  Table  XIII  and  a.re
shot"n  graphically  in  Figure  8  for  the  absorption  band  at  8L3  cm-1.    These
TABLE   X
TIE   CALIBRATION  OF  THE   THEEN0cOUPLE
Observat,ion           Meter  Reading_ __ _  _ _  Tapgraa+Ere,.  °C
COOJJ®
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"BLE  XI
THE  INFRARED  SPECTRUM  OF  A  HEPTANE   SOLUBLE  FI"  AT  180°C
Descri
broad,   weak
broad,  moderate
weak  shoulder





broad,   weak
broad,   weak
brcad,  moderate
very  wea.k  shoulder
broad,   moderate
very  wea.k  shoulder
very  weak  shoulder
very  weak  shoulder
shaxp,  strong
very  wea.k  shoulder














THE  RELATloNSHp  oF  ABsoREANCE  AND  TErmERATURE
ron  AN  EscON-ii3   HEPTANE   SOLUBLE  FILM
Temperature,   °c
80
Absorbance
00  cm-1  |ooo  cm-1
0.38             0.22
0.36            0.22
0.35            0.21
0.31            0.19
0.31            0.18
0.28           0.|L






0.03            0.15
0.03            0.12
0.20            0.10           0.03            0.10











TRE   RELATIONSHlp  OF  ABsORBANCE  AND  TE]rtyERATURE
roR  AN   EscON-ii3  HEPTENE  INsOLUBLE   FILM
Tempera.tut.e,   °C                            Absorbance







































da.ta  indicate  that  the  heptane  soluble  fraction was  corrpletely molten
when  a  t,errperature  of  120°  C.  wa.s  reached,   and  the  heptane  insoluble
fraction was  coxpletely  molten when  a  texperature  of  170°  C.  was  reached.
It was  found  t,hat  the  use  of  an  internal  thickness  standa.rd  as  suggested
by  Heinen  (h)  was  not  necessary  in  this  study.
tbon  compa.rison  of  the  spectra  of  i,he  heptane  soluble   (Figure  3)
and  heptane  insoluble  films  (Figure  h)  at  room  terrperature  with  the
spectra  of  the  same  films  at  elevated  te}Tperatul`es,  it  was  observed
that  the  1750  cm-1  absorption band  appears  in  the  spectra  of  the  heptane
soluble  film  at  all  telTperatures  from  20  to  190°  C.     The  same  absorption
band  appears  in  the  spect,ra.  of  the  heptane  insoluble  film  at  texpera,tunes
above  its  melting  range--above  170°  C.     The  700  cm-1  absorption  band`
appeared  in  all  spectra  of  the  heptane  soluble  and  insoluble  fractions
at  all  terrperatures  from  20  to  190°  C.    Both  of  these  absorption bands
ha.ve  been  reported  in  similar  studies   (5).     The  700  cm-I  absorption
band  was  assigned  to  the  presence  of  short   chains  in  the  salTple  a.nd  the
1750  cm-1  absorption  band,   to  iTrpurities  in  the  sample  from  Ji-,he  extraction
process,   oxidation  products  involving  the  -9=0 group,   or  other  sc)urces.
It  might  be  noted  that  `-C=O absorption  bands  have  been  reported  fr'om
I
oxidation  studies  of  polypropylene   (11)  nea.r  1700  cm-1,  but  none  as  shaxp
as  the  1750  cm-I  band  in  this  study.
These  data  are  pl`oposed  as  possible  evidence  for  a  different  crystalline
modification  for  polyprapylene  than  has  been previously  reported;
11.      cllARACTFRlzATION  OF  DRAT,mu  HEPTARE   soLtjBLE  AND
Ire oI,UBLE  Fntys
of  films.    Because  films  of  the  hep.tans  soluble  fraction
could  not  be  drawn,   only  films  of  the  heptane  insoluble  fra.ction were
Ll
drawn  to  gitv-e  varic>us  drz`,w  ra.t,ios.     It,  wp.s  found  in  this  st,udy  that  hc;pt,ane
soluble  I.ilms  could  not,  be  draT..Jn  even  at,  temperatures  ver.y  close  to  the
melt.ing  i,experature  of  the  films.     The  films  shear`ed  w:ith  i,he  slight,est
anoun.b  of  drawing.     Heptane  insoli).ble  fillTis  wer`e  drawn  i,o  give  dra,w  rat,ios
from  0  to  appreximtely  7.00  as  list,ed  in  Tables  XVI,  XVII,   and  XVIII.I
A  cir`aw  r.aJi-,io  of  approximtely  7.00  was  found  to  be  the  mreximum  draTr7  ratio,
which  could  be  obtained  before  shearing  or  uneven  stret,ching  occurred.     It
was  obser.ved  that  t,he  dell.-wTing  rate  determined  the  clarity  and  uniformity
of  the  dr`anvn  film®  Greater  dr3,wing  rates  produced  films  of  satisfactc)ry
properties  for  pc\larized  infrared  absorptic>n  studies.
All  drai`m  f-ilms  T+7ere  observed  to  relax  or  shrink  upon  the  release  of
the  drat.ring  force.     However`,   the  extent  of  relax8.Lion  was  observed  t,o  be
no  more  thar}  a.pproximat,ely  20;g  of  the  length  before  drarJing.     .It  was
sugge.sted  thcl.i  sc)me  relaJcS.Lion  could  have  occurred  after.  ceasing  to
obser've  the  film  once  dr.aving  had  been  achieved.     This  residuciL].  rela:catic>n
was  exariiined  by  measuring  the  length  after  drctwing  and  several  hours
follorJing  i,he  drawing  process.      No   appreciable  rela:cr?.Lion  was  observed.
Polciriz,ed ±±£r.aL=£! .aL±±:OLF+±i8± ±±±±!1ie£.     Figur'es  9  and  10  show  t,h3
paral.lei  and  pexpendicular.  polarized  spectra  for  an  Escon-105  heptane
insoluble  film  of  d-fa'v`r  ratio,   6.70.     The  a.bsoxption  ba.r`js  for  t,he  above
film  are  indexed with' respect  to  frequency  (c.in-i),  relat,ive  int,cnsity,
and  polariza,t,.ion  effect  in  Ta`01e  X_TV.     Dichr'oic  ratios  and  aLverage
orient€i,i,ion  a.ngles  i`7ere  calculated  from  i,he  above  in.entioned  spectra.
Table  XV  gives  the  dichrc)ic  rat,ios  and  average  orienJi-,at,ion  a,ngles  for.
the  a.bsoxpt,ion  barids,   whose  grc>up  assignprLcnts  1.,Tere  reported  by   Liang
and  Pear`sc>n   (9).
Coxpa-1.ison  of  the  freqlJ.encies  and  pole.rizcltion  effec+I,s  previously
reported  a,nd  thcjse   o`ot,3.incd   in  i,his   stucl:y  shcjTWT  fa.ir`ly  gc>od  agreement,
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THE   P0I.ARIZED   INFRARED   SPECTRUM  OF
HEPTANE   INSOLUBLE   POLYPROPYLENE

































FREQUENclES,   DlcHrolc  RATlos,   AVERAGE  oRIENTATloN  ANGLEs,   poIARlzATloN  EFFECTs,
AND   GROUP   INTERPRETATIONS   FOR  AN   EScON-105  HEPTANE   INSOLUBLE  FILM   I)RAW  RATIO,   6.70
Frequency,   cm-i           R Polarization Interpretation
s¥2e::Lf:3:,cf;cwagging
and  rocking
CH2  twisting  and
CH  bending
CH2  wagging  and
CH  bending
¥g:.b::3i::nadii:8
anti-sym.   CH3  bending
exc:ep-I  for  bands   at   700,   750,   810,   anci  1090  cm+~L  1.iThich  were   not  repctrbed,
but  ivTere  found  .in  this   study.     Also  Some,  dise.greenen.L  iLrith  I,he  r.epoi.ted
po|aLriza.lion  effecLi,s  ii.fas  I`ound  in  this  study  for  t,he  ll[5J2,   1L66,   2855J,
2880,   2920,   and  2930   cm-1  atisorpt,ion  bg.nds.     Th-i.s  study  showed  a  reversa.-L
of  polarization  effects  for  the  absoxp.t,ion  bands  at  lh52,  1L!66,   285`5,  .
2880,   and  2920  cm-1,  wliile  no  assignment  i`ras  given  for  the  a,bsorption   band
at  2930  cm-1.    This  study  observed  the  2930  cm-1  a.bsor.pt-ion  band  to  be       `
parallel.     The  above  disagreeli]ents  nay  not,  be  ser`-ious  because  of  i,he
relatively  low  interi_sit,ies  of  the  absorptj.on  banc].s  ment,ioned  above  i`Jith
the  exception  of  bands  found  at  700  a.nc` 1750cm-I.     These  barids  have
been  discussed  in  previou.s  reset.ts®
E±±=S±±±±S.a .aL±£ E±8`9 Sly_S±±±iin5.tj.es.Ifu±±iLe.±±±:±# ±E±!±
insoluble  .filrris.     The  densities  of  the  drawn  hept,are  insoluble  films
were  obt,ained.  several  hours  aft,er  being  drarm.     Percentage  cr'ystallin-ities`
were  calculated,   as  descr.ibed  in  Cha.p+uer  Ill,  from  the  obtainect  densities
and  are  list,ed  along  with  i,he  densities  in  Tables  XV1,   XT\rll-,   and  XVIII.
Densities  were  found  I,o  be  repi'oducible  to  +  0.001  g/cm3  for  density
samples   c>f  the   sa.r`e  film  which   corresponds  t,o  a.  reprc>d.a.cibi].ity  of  i:  i.i+%
foi.  per`centage  cryst,allinities.
Correla.tLigj± ± PeL|CL£P±g89 £:!£:stallin:.Li|}r _a.I.± i:La± ±±±Li£ ££: F=±±:ee
±1¥-¥?, |nji |epLti/L±±g ±SLgLl±]£ fra,ctions.    Tab].es  AVI,  XVII,  and  XVIII
list  the  ca,lculated percentage  crystallinit,ies  and.  the  measured  di-air
ratios  for  films  of  the  heptane  insoluble  fract,ions  of  Escon~].05,  113,
and  125,  rcapectively.     Since  no  col.rela,lion  of  pe,rcentage  crystallini+i,y
and  dra.i..I  rat,io  coitld  be  f ound  i`n  this  st,udy-,   only  one  atteTlpt  at  the
correl8.1-,ion  ol-  these  t,i.7o  variables,   the.,+u  for  dr.ami  films  of  heptane
insolli`[tle  Escon--125,   is  sho'rm  in  Figure  11.
TABLE  NI
DRAW  RATIOS,   DENSITIES,   AND  PERCENTAGE   CRYSTALLINITIES
OF  EScON-125  HEPTANE  INS0IUBLE   FILMS



















DRAW  RATIOS,    DENSITIES,   AND   PERCENTAGE   CRYSTALLINITIES
OF  EScON-113   HEPTANE   INS01,UBLE   FILMS
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TABLE  XVIII
mAw  RATIOs,   DENslTIEs,   AND  PERCENTAGE   cRysTALLINITIEs
OF  EScON-105  HEPTANE  INSOLUBLE  FILMS
I)raw  Ratio           Density.   g/cm3Sample
0.896
0.896
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orient,ation
insoluble  fl`actions.    Tables
XH,  XX,  and  XXI  list  the  percentage  crysta]|inities  and  aver.age  orient-
albion  angles  for  films  of  the  heptane  insoluble.fractions  of  Escon-105,
`113,  and  125,  respectively.    Average  orientat,ion  aLngles  were  calcula.ted
fl`om dichroic  ratios  of  the  polar'ized  infra.red  absorption bands  at  8ho,
1255,  and 1303  cm-i.    Since  no  correlation  of percentage  crystallinity
and  average  orientation  angle  could  be  found  in  this  study,  only  one
attenpt  at  the  corl`ela.t,ion  of  these  two  variables,  tha.t,  f or  dra.wn  films
of  heptane  insoluble  Escon-123,  is  shown  in  Figure  12.
Several  reasons  may be  praposed  for.  the  lack  of  correlation  of
percentage  crystallinity,  draw  ratio,  and  average  orienta.tior`.  angle.
Among  these  several  I`easons  al`e   (i)    accuracy  of  density  determination,
(2)    accuracy  of  draw  ratios,   (3)  high  crystallinity  of  the  hepta.ne
insolu'ole  polymers,   (h)    variation  of  orientation  during  film prepa.ration,
and  (5)  accuracy  of  dichroic  ratios.
Of  the  above  reasons,  two  merit  considera.Lion  r`elative  to  this
study.    They  are  the  high  crystallinity  of  the  heptane  insoluble  polymers
and  the  accuracy  of  dichroic  ratios.     It  may  be  hypothesized  from  these
findings  that  the  cr'ystallinity  of  the  heptane  insoluble  fraction  could
not  be  increa.sed  apprecia.bly by  draning,  since  a  high  crystallinity  of
the  chain  molecules  has  been  achieved  upon  the  removal  of  the  low  D.  P.
material.    Also  since  there  were  thickness  variations  of  each  film
scanned by polarized  infrared  radiation,  the  internal  thickness  standards
used  would  not  correct,  for  thickness  va,riations  only,  because  the  thickness
standards  were  found  to  also  exhibit  some  dichroism.
TABLE   XIX
PERCENTAGE   CRYSTALLINITIES,   AND  AVERAGE
ORIENTATION  ANGLES  AT   8h3,   1260,   AND  1308   cm-1
00RRECTED   ron  THICKNESS  AS  INI)ICATEI)  AT   976  AND  1171   cm-1
FOR  EScON-125  HEPTANE   INSOLUBIjE  FILMS
Sample Average  OI.ientation  Angle±#   ng   #   I#
TABLE   XX
PERCENTAGE   CRYSTALLINITIES,   ANI)  AVERAGE
ORIENTATION  ANGljES  AT   8h3,   1260,   AND  1308   cm
-i
OORrfu-cii-i -F6RiricriE5s-A-s-IriEifinTiEI]  i.T  -9i6-inb  i7-ii  cm-I
ron  EscON-ii3  HEPTANE  INsoljuBLE  FTLMs
Sample Avel`age  Orientation  Angle:..
#   1i%   #   #
TABLE   XXI
ORIEN:EEfENT££3LS§Y£EA#3¥[:!E8:  A# ±%#8:.1
CORRECTED   roR   THICKNESS  AS  INDICATED  AT  976  AND  1171   cm-I
FOR  EScON-105  HEPTANE  INSOLUBLE   FILMS
Sample %X Average  Orientation  Angle####
&g=fi&d




This  study  concludes  that
i.    A  different  crysta.lline  modification  for  stereoregular  polypropylene
might  be  suggested.
2.    No  correla.tion  of  percentage  crystallinity,  dra.w  rat,io,  and  average
orientation  angle  could  be  found  for  drawn  stereoregular  polypropylene
samples  used  in  this  st,udy.
3.    Drawing  increases  the  crystallite  orientation.
CRAPTER   VI
SUGGESTIONS   FOR   FURTHER   STUDY
The  results  of  this  investigation  suggest  several  ideas  for  further
study.
X-ray  studies  of polypropylene  should  be  made  in an  attempt  to
vcr.ify  the  possibility  of  the  eristence  of a  new  crystalline  structure.
If a  new  structure  does  erist,  it  should  be  characterized.    If  a  new
structur`e  does  not  exist,  an  expla,nation  of  the  infrared  evidence  might
be  suggested.
The  low  a,nd  high  molecular  weight  fractions  of  stereoregular
polypr.opylenes  of  varying  crystallinities  should be  investigated  in  an
attempt  to  find  a  correlation  of  crystallinity and  orientat,ion  paLrameters.
It  would  be  especia.lly  interesting and  highly  valua,ble  to  find  a
correlation  of  crystallinity  and  orientation  parameters  for  the  low
molecular  weight  stereoregular  polypropylenes.
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